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2018 IN NUMBERS

1.2m
hours were donated
by our volunteers
during 2018.

9,721
82,001

people in the Armed Forces
community have received
our support – 12% more
than in 2017.

Gurkha veterans and
their families were
supported in the UK.

5,655
volunteers helped us
deliver vital support
all over the world.

35,819
visits and cases were
completed by our
volunteers.

219
service personnel who were
transitioning out of the Armed
Forces used our face-to-face
mentoring programme.

1,012
people were helped
through our veterans
in the criminal justice
system programme.
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Looking back over 2018, we should all be very
proud of the huge positive impact we’ve had on the
lives of thousands of our beneficiaries and their
families. The SSAFA family – our volunteers,
employees and service delivery partners – has pulled
together again to provide life-changing support to
the Armed Forces community.

48	Carra

We rely on our volunteers, and their dedication and
expertise, to help us give long-term, personal support to
those who need us. Although we handled fewer cases in
2018, people came to us with more complicated needs.
Many of these cases involve issues with mental wellbeing,
which in turn can impact on other areas in their lives such
as physical health complications, and often financial
difficulties and housing issues. So, it took more time and
resources from our teams of volunteers and employees to
resolve them and get those we help back to where they
want to be. The case studies in this report illustrate just
how much our volunteers do for the people we support.
Every year we hear from more, younger ex-service
personnel. Some simply struggle to adjust to civilian life
and need extra support to get back on their feet. We
continued to tackle this with our growing mentoring
service. Our 150 mentors are working with 219 individuals,
giving them advice, support and encouragement. To
highlight the challenges faced, we also published ‘The
Nation’s Duty: Challenging society’s disservice to a new
generation of veterans’. This report emphasises that a
number of young service personnel feel alienated and
disrespected by society, on top of the struggles that they
may encounter such as debt or homelessness when they
leave the Armed Forces. This is an issue for all of us to
confront and address, not just the military or the

Government. In our report, we called on society as a whole
to face up to the problem – to show those who watched
our backs, that it’s time for us to watch theirs.
But as we support more younger veterans, we cannot and
will not forget the other people of all ages who need our
help. Through Joining Forces, our partnership with Age
UK, we supported 478 veterans born before 1950. We
helped 9,721 veteran Gurkhas and their families who have
settled in the UK. We also placed 12 adopted children with
military families, including three children with LGBT+
households. We received 29,551 contacts to Forcesline
from serving personnel, veterans and their families who
need our assistance and guidance on a wide range of
issues, everything from homelessness and relationship
difficulties to addiction and accessing welfare benefits.
As we look to the future, we’ll continue to do everything we
can to meet the ever-changing needs of the people we
support. We’ll evolve our services and our volunteer
network, reshaping our support to adapt to new
challenges and help the Armed Forces family in the best
possible way that we can.
I’d like to say a huge thank you to our incredible volunteers,
employees, partners, donors and fundraisers for their
dedication throughout 2018. With their ongoing support,
we can carry on fine-tuning our one-of-a-kind support for
the Armed Forces community and be there as long as they
need us, protecting their independence and dignity.

Lieutenant General
Sir Gary Coward KBE CB
National Chairman

ssafa.org.uk
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HOW WE SUPPORT THE
ARMED FORCES COMMUNITY

4. Sustainable resource: We will ensure we
have people with the right skills and
sufficient time to deliver our services,
underpinned by a sustainable income.
5. C
 ollaborative working: We will work
together within the organisation and with
external partners.
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3. A
 wareness and understanding: We will strive
to be recognised, known and understood.

SUPPORT
WE
OFFER

ON

2. Effective support: We will alleviate suffering
and distress by providing appropriate, timely
and effective support.

Whatever they’re facing – from debt or addiction
to mental health problems – our Forces and their
families can rely on SSAFA and our personalised
support to help them through it, for as long as it
takes to get that person’s life back to where they
want it to be. When anyone in our Forces family
finds themselves in need, SSAFA is the charity
they can turn to. Whether it’s financial, practical
or emotional, we provide the right kind of support,
ensuring independence and dignity is protected
at all times.
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1.Understanding need: We will ensure we
understand and adapt to the needs of those
we support.
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OUR FIVE STRATEGIC AIMS DELIVER
OUR VISION AND MISSION BY:

We have more than 5,000 trained SSAFA volunteers
who provide personalised, face-to-face support to
those in their local area. Our trained welfare advisors
and volunteers work with each person to find out
exactly what they need. Once we’ve assessed what is
required, we’ll help the individual or family access
the support they need. This may just be someone to
listen to them, but, more often than not, we access
financial assistance from statutory and military
benevolent funds or foundations that we work with.
In addition, we signpost to our other charity partners
who can give much needed assistance to help
people get their lives back on track.

SSAFA, the Armed Forces charity, provides lifelong support to serving Armed Forces
personnel (both regulars and reserves), veterans, and their families. We began our work in
1885 and in 2018 our teams of volunteers and employees helped more than 82,000 people –
from Second World War veterans to those involved in more recent conflicts, and their
families. We recognise that behind every uniform is a person – and sometimes that person, or
their family, is in need of help.
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OUR MISSION
SSAFA exists to relieve need, suffering and
distress amongst the Armed Forces, veterans
and their families in order to support their
independence and dignity.

WHAT MAKES US UNIQUE?
We understand the unique demands of service
life, whether it’s on UK soil or overseas. Support is
available for people at any stage in their military
career; from the youngest recruit to the oldest
veteran – no one’s service is ever forgotten.
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OUR VISION
In recognition of their service to the nation,
SSAFA, the Armed Forces charity, works to
ensure that the needs of our Armed Forces,
veterans and their families are met in an
appropriate and timely way.
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CASE STUDY
Volunteer casework

Mark’s story
When multiple sclerosis (MS) and a neck injury brought Mark’s
20-year career with the Royal Electrical and Mechanical
Engineers to an end, he was forced to rethink his future.
“I was diagnosed with MS in 2006,
but I carried on as it was manageable
at that stage. In 2007, I spent three
weeks at the Headley Court
rehabilitation centre. The following
year, I started having neck problems.
Scans showed that I had three
shattered neck vertebrae. I don’t
know what caused them. I have
been in car crashes, been blown up,
and had rugby injuries, so I will
probably never know.”
Due to his illness, Mark was unable
to complete the Army resettlement
course that he had started two years
prior to leaving the Forces. A friend
introduced him to SSAFA and his
volunteer caseworker helped him get
his medical pension increased from
60% to 90% due to his neck injury and
arranged a mobility scooter for him.
“People can have preconceptions
about veterans. Two years ago,
my wife and I decided to foster
a nine-year-old boy. I was shocked
by the experience. We were cleared
for fostering, but then the head social
worker came to interview me to check
that I wasn’t institutionalised.

Would they have done the same
thing if I had been a paramedic
or a policeman? But we got through
it. We have a lot to give and continue
to provide foster care.”
SSAFA also arranged a £6,000
bursary from ABF The Soldiers’
Charity which enabled Mark to
start a history degree with a view
to becoming a teacher.

MAKING CHANGE HAPPEN
“I was so young that a scooter felt
like giving up, but it has given me such
freedom. Driving a tank is great but
there’s not a lot of call for it in the
civilian world. I wasn’t able to work
because my MS had gone downhill,
but I wanted to keep active
and do something useful.”
MARK, BRITISH ARMY VETERAN
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OUR SSAFA NETWORK WORLDWIDE
We support regulars, reserves,
veterans and their families
in every county in the UK.
Our volunteer network also
extends abroad, with five
branches and 16 service
committees on military
bases overseas.

OUR FINANCES - AN OVERVIEW

Shetland Islands

WHERE THE MONEY COMES FROM

SCOTLAND
22 branches
5 committees

Adoption

£343,000

Donations & legacies

£11,438,000

Events & trading

£2,710,000

Funds raised for clients in need

£13,026,000

Health & social care contracts

£16,821,000

Housing

£1,672,000

ENGLAND

Investment income

£1,314,000

52 branches
41 committees

Other

£35,000

TOTAL

£47,359,000

CROWN
DEPENDENCIES

92

(Guernsey, Isle of Man and Jersey)

NORTHERN
IRELAND

3 branches

1 branch
1 committee

BRANCHES

65

3%

4%

Investment income

Housing

24%

27%

Donations
& legacies

6%

WALES

Events & trading

9 branches
2 committees

35%

Funds raised for
clients in need

Health & social
care contracts

1%

Adoption

Channel Islands

SERVICE
COMMITTEES

HOW WE SPEND THE MONEY
OUR OVERSEAS
PRESENCE
5 branches
16 committees

Adoption

£762,000

Events & trading

£787,000

Fundraising & marketing costs

£2,042,000

Governance

£265,000

Health & social care contracts

£14,499,000

Housing

£4,519,000

SSAFA grants to clients in need

£13,678,000

Welfare & specialist services

£9,866,000

TOTAL

£46,418,000

1%

Governance

29%

SSAFA grants
to clients in need

4%

Fundraising & marketing
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2%

Events & trading

2%

Adoption

31%

21%

Welfare
& specialist
services

Health & social
care contracts

10%

Housing
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SSAFA’S FORCESLINE
Forcesline is our free, confidential helpline for the
Armed Forces community, outside the chain of
command. Contacting the helpline can be the first step
for someone who needs our support – and they’re often
struggling with complicated, interconnected mental
health, physical disability and financial issues.
We always respond with empathy and understanding,
without judgement. So, those who seek our help know
we’re here for them and can point them to the support
that’s right for them.

We dealt with 29,551 calls, emails
and letters to Forcesline this year.

10.4% more than last year.

21,661

British Army contacts

3,280

Royal Navy and Royal
Marines contacts

WE’VE GOT YOUR BACK
We hear from people going through a variety of tough times –
from relationship breakdowns or homelessness to addiction.
In 2018 we received the most contacts about:
• housing
• debt
• physical and mental health

3,014

Royal Air Force
contacts

1,596

other contacts
(civilians, professionals on
someone else’s behalf
or did not specify)

We heard from many more people concerned about their mental
health throughout 2018 – including an 11% increase in calls from
people struggling with negative or suicidal thoughts.
NEED TO TALK?
Call 0800 731 4880

Lines open 09.00 to 17.30 weekdays

Visit ssafa.org.uk/forcesline
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CASE STUDY
Volunteer casework

Christian’s story
Christian left the Royal Navy
after almost 10 years.
His father’s death during
his notice period and the lack
of a structured resettlement
package made his transition
to civilian life difficult.
“I envisaged a resettlement package
that would provide a seamless
transition. But in my final year I served
a full Gulf tour, so it was difficult to get
proper advice on board ship. My father
became ill; I returned home Tuesday,
and Dad died on the following
Saturday. Grieving, and without
a structured package, I didn’t know
what I wanted to do. I couldn’t
find a direction.
I was unemployed with a mortgage
to pay and a life to live. SSAFA proved
invaluable – helping me with financial
assistance from the Royal Naval
Benevolent Trust during resettlement
training so I could survive for a few
months. I am very proud to say that,
despite the difficulties, I qualified last
year with a Higher National Certificate
in Electrical Engineering.”

MEETING NEED
“SSAFA proved invaluable helping me with financial
assistance while on
resettlement training which
enabled me to survive for
a couple of months. After
having been a professional so
long, I was reluctant to ask for
financial help but at the time
I felt I had no other option.”
CHRISTIAN, ROYAL NAVY VETERAN
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UNDERSTANDING NEED
One of our strategic aims is to ensure that we
understand and adapt to the needs of our beneficiaries.
Sometimes even the strongest among us need help, so
we need research to identify how we can continue to
provide personalised support, which is tailored to the
needs of each individual that we help.
In order to better understand the changing needs of the
Armed Forces community, we commissioned our latest
research report: ‘The Nation’s Duty: Challenging
society’s disservice to a new generation of veterans’.
Through a combination of quantitative and qualitative
research that highlighted gaps in service provision,
prejudices and difficulties experienced on civvy street,
our report challenges the way society treats Armed
Forces personnel when they leave the military.

“I was over-qualified on
paper but had no practical
experience of household electrics.
Work experience would be a massive
help when you come out of the Army.
It would give you the confidence you
need when you don’t have
experience in the workplace.”
GEMIMA, 32, VETERAN
‘The Nation’s Duty: Challenging society’s disservice
to a new generation of veterans’

Launched on 26 June 2018 to build on the media interest associated with Armed Forces Week,
our research included a survey of more than 1,000 veterans, including some of those we’ve
helped, as well as a separate survey which targeted members of the public. It revealed that
there is a younger generation of veterans feeling increasingly alienated by society.
Of the 62% of SSAFA veterans who felt undervalued by society:

32%

26%

8%

The message from the SSAFA veterans we surveyed was stark:

89%

81%

74%

felt civilians did not fully
understand their needs

felt US veterans were
more respected than them

felt they were not
as respected as the
emergency services

felt unappreciated,
a lack of care or respect,
or misunderstood

felt a lack of support/poor
support from organisations
or employers

experienced discrimination,
taunts, threats or abuse

The research reinforces our passionately held belief that early
intervention is vital as it should reduce the eventual demand for our
services in the long run. In addition, we believe society as a whole –
not just the Government and the military – needs to improve this
early intervention. In our report, we made six recommendations:
1. Set up a nationwide support service available to all service leavers
2. Launch a new national veterans ID card

68%

62%

59%

had not felt part
of society since
leaving the military

felt undervalued
by society

felt they were not
treated fairly when
seeking state support

3. Introduce compulsory life skills training for all serving personnel
4. Promote a savings culture in the Armed Forces
5. Extend the transition process
6. Educate employers about military qualifications

16
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“I went from
working with
like-minded people who
understood me, my
mannerisms, humour
and authority after 16
years, to nothing.”
FEMALE VETERAN, 30s
‘The Nation’s Duty: Challenging
society’s disservice to a new
generation of veterans’

ssafa.org.uk
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HOW WE SUPPORT THE
ARMED FORCES COMMUNITY

1

WELFARE ADVICE
AND SUPPORT FROM
OUR VOLUNTEERS

2

TAILORED SUPPORT
SERVICES

3

HEALTH AND SOCIAL
CARE FOR THE ARMED
FORCES COMMUNITY

SIGNPOSTING SUPPORT
Our trained welfare advisors and volunteers work with
each person to find out exactly what they need. They may
just need someone to listen. But, more often than not,
we put them in touch with the specialist support services
that can help them get their lives back on track. For
example, it might be one of our local SSAFA branches
or organisations such as:
• Combat Stress,
• Forces Law,
• Hidden Wounds,
•One of the Armed Forces Family Federations, or
• Veterans UK.

18
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1

WELFARE ADVICE AND SUPPORT
FROM OUR VOLUNTEERS

We have the largest network of trained volunteers of any UK military charity. They are
the heart and soul of SSAFA and our work, a vital part of how we help the Armed Forces
community. In 2018, 5,655 SSAFA volunteers supported our Armed Forces around the world,
completing 35,819 cases and visits. We handled slightly fewer cases than in 2017, but they
were more complicated and so called for more time, more visits and specialist expertise
from our volunteers.
OUR CASEWORKERS MAKE US ONE OF A KIND
Our vast network of trained volunteer caseworkers is a
lifeline for people who need our support. Our volunteers
visit and get to know each person, finding out what
advice and support would work best for them. They
then work with different organisations to help them get
what they need, whether that is practical, emotional or
financial support. This can be anything - from replacing
white goods and sourcing living essentials, to accessing
welfare benefits, or even counselling to support their
mental wellbeing. These visits are a key part of our
preventative welfare work.
We believe that early intervention can make a dramatic
difference. Our volunteers also monitor vulnerable
beneficiaries, identify and try to anticipate possible
problems or needs, and offer advice and support
to prevent any issues becoming more serious.

OUR COMMUNITY VOLUNTEERS GIVE US
A WORLDWIDE PRESENCE
Thanks to our community volunteers, we can be there
for serving personnel, and their families, on military
bases all over the world. Most of these volunteers are
either serving personnel or have a direct connection
with the Armed Forces. So, their support is rooted in
understanding what it means to be part of the military
community and the challenges that it may present to
thousands of people. Their day-to-day role involves
anything from helping partners adjust to military life,
assisting with relocation, accessing welfare benefits or
just being there to listen.

5,655

SSAFA volunteers
supported our Armed
Forces around
the world.

OUR SPECIALIST VOLUNTEERS GIVE
TAILORED SUPPORT
Our specially trained volunteers and mentors help
us give people support tailored to whatever they’re
going through. Find out more about our specialist
services and volunteers on page 24.

GET INVOLVED
Could you be a SSAFA volunteer or mentor?
You can be part of our network of support for

35,819
visits and cases were
completed by our
volunteers in 2018.

the Armed Forces community.
You’ll learn new skills and make a difference
to someone’s life.
Visit: ssafa.org.uk/volunteer
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CASE STUDY
Mentoring

Rachel’s story
Rachel served more than 10 years
as an RAF medic before an injury
ended her career and led to her
only having the use of one arm.
With support from her SSAFA
mentor, Simon, she now works
at the Defence and National
Rehabilitation Centre (DNRC)
and has competed at the
Invictus Games.
Through Rachel’s hard work and
determination, alongside the help
of her mentor, she was able to land
a job at the recently opened DNRC.
This is particularly poignant as Rachel
received treatment for her injury at the
Defence Medical Rehabilitation Centre
(DMRC) at Headley Court and she now
proudly works in the same department
where she was once treated. This has
enabled her to give back to a special
place that helped her, as well as
assisting others using the knowledge
she gained as an RAF medic.
With Simon’s support, Rachel also went
on to participate in the Team UK
Invictus Games trials and was selected
for the 2018 Invictus Games. Rachel
won two golds, three silvers and a
bronze at the Games and also took
gold and bronze at the British Indoor
Rowing Championships in 2018. She
is now aiming to take the 2020
Invictus Games by storm as well.
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PROVIDING
MENTORING SUPPORT
“If it wasn’t for Simon I wouldn’t
have applied for my job. I really
needed the mentoring – I was
digging myself into a hole.
He prepared me for interviews,
gave me advice and helped me find
the positive in everything.
I just had to bite the bullet and get
on with things, but I wouldn’t have
achieved half of what I have
without Simon’s support. I feel
more confident, happier and
mentally stronger knowing
anything is possible with support.”
RACHEL, RAF VETERAN

ssafa.org.uk
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2

TAILORED SUPPORT SERVICES

We have a range of specialist services designed to meet the specific needs of the Armed Forces
community which are run by SSAFA employees, with support from teams of volunteers. We
mentor service leavers and their families as they transition from military to civilian life, assist
veterans in the criminal justice system, provide a support service to the UK Gurkha veteran
community and have partnered with Age UK to offer a bespoke programme for veterans born
before 1950.
We increasingly work with younger veterans, as they
leave the Forces, offering support in many areas; such
as mentoring or debt and housing advice. We also
help older veterans struggling with disability, sourcing
practical items such as mobility aids or replacing
household goods. We provide assistance to make sure
loved ones also have the help they need. From
our free confidential helpline, Forcesline, to a wide
range of financial, practical and emotional support –
we’re here for families and dependents of the UK’s
Armed Forces.
We offer a range of safe and comfortable housing
options, including long-term accommodation for
older and disabled veterans, and short-term housing
for families of injured service personnel and victims
of domestic violence. We also run a series of family
support groups; ranging from bereavement, families
affected by injury and those affected by the suicide of
a loved one. Our support forum for those in the military
who have a family member with an additional need or
disability also provides short break holidays. In addition,
SSAFA runs the UK’s only adoption agency specifically
designed for serving Armed Forces personnel.

SUPPORTING GURKHA VETERANS IN THE UK
Gurkhas are Nepalese soldiers recruited to the British
Army. More than 12,500 Gurkha veterans have settled in
the UK with their families. Some struggle with inadequate
funds and income, ill health, low literacy and poor English
language skills, all of which can lead to isolation and
poverty. In 2017 we launched our Gurkha support service,
using a LIBOR grant fund, to help the Gurkha community
integrate and thrive in the UK. We’re still developing the
service through 11 pilots across the UK.
Since 2018, we’ve been working with the Gurkha Welfare
Trust, Gurkha Brigade Association, ABF The Soldiers’
Charity, Army Welfare Service and Gurkha communities
and we have helped 9,721 people. We have continued
translating support materials into Nepalese and created
more promotional materials to help our volunteers reach
even more people. Three of our pilot services now run
English language classes to help Gurkhas integrate locally.

SUPPORTING VETERANS IN THE CRIMINAL
JUSTICE SYSTEM (VCJS)
VCJS is the term used to describe our work with
members of the Armed Forces community who have
found themselves within the criminal justice system
(CJS), whether that is in prison, in immigration removal
centres, on probation or completing a community
sentence. This work also includes supporting the
families of veterans, including an estimated 20,000
children. Following a review in 2018, we’ve revamped
our work in prisons - we found it was too reactive and
relied heavily on prison staff knowing about SSAFA and
how to contact us. We also found that there was a clear
need for a consistent and more proactive support
structure across the CJS that spanned prisons,
immigration removal centres and the probation service.
As a result, we merged our Prison In-reach (PIR)
programme with our VCJS service, creating a unique
non-judgemental support network across the UK.
Irrespective of the type of offence committed - we’ll
listen, we won’t judge, and we will support the veteran
and their family as best we can.
Our new VCJS support services uses specialist volunteers
to provide an in-reach service to those in prison and assist
those on community sentences under probation. We’ve
also focused on how we can help their families on the
outside, so that we can develop a more pre-emptive
approach. Across the CJS, we’ve promoted the wide
variety of help being offered at a local level by SSAFA. We
are actively encouraging the veteran community to tell
more people in the CJS that they have served to enable
access to our unique support for them and their family.
In 2018, our specially trained caseworkers supported
1,012 people, 48% more than in 2017. Our volunteers visit
the majority of prisons at least once a month; this allows
us to maintain visibility across the prison, raise
awareness of SSAFA and ensure that the veteran
community know help is always available. It also gives
caseworkers the opportunity to meet with staff and
inmates on a regular basis, not only when there is an

24
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immediate need. This can take the form of an informal
chat, a group meeting or a one-to-one interview to
identify what support they may need now, or on release.
Frequent visits to the prisons allow us to ensure that
prisoners know we are there for their families too. They
can rest assured that their families are accessing the
right welfare benefits and are able to plan for the future.
We actively work with Project Nova, Walking with the
Wounded and Care After Combat, ensuring links to the
local SSAFA branch where the individual is likely to be
relocated are strong. Much of the support provided
centres around funding for accommodation or
domestic goods. We can also help the veteran during
the first 72 hours of release – giving them someone to
talk to who can point them in the right direction for
further support. We have found that where contact is
made at the start of a custodial or community sentence,
with guidance provided early on, individuals tend to
address their issues and needs prior to release, resulting
in them being less likely to have problems in the future.
During 2019, we’ll continue to grow our specialist VCJS
divisions in regions which have a high number of
prisons. We will continue to promote our families’
awareness campaign, working alongside children and
prisoners’ family organisations, to raise awareness of
SSAFA’s work and how we can support the veterans’
families during this difficult time.

ssafa.org.uk
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MENTORING EX-SERVICE PERSONNEL
Our focus has been on promoting the element of early
intervention with service leavers who may experience
difficulties when leaving the Armed Forces. The aim is to
reduce the eventual demand for our services in the long
run, equipping those who transition with better life skills
to enable them to adapt to life after the military.
The aim of our mentoring service is to provide an early
intervention to those in transition (up to 2 years post
discharge) whether they are wounded, injured and sick
or are having difficulties in the initial phase of transition
into civilian life. SSAFA’s mentoring offers readily
accessible one-to-one support for up to a year after
leaving the Armed Forces, giving mentees space to
explore their ideas, feelings and plans, whist being
assisted by a SSAFA mentor.
As a result, our mentoring programme went from
strength to strength in 2018. We supported 265 veterans
across the three military services. We arranged
mentoring for 219 of those and referred the remaining 46
to other organisations for more appropriate support. The
number of people we mentored in 2018 increased by 50%
for both the British Army and Royal Navy, and 500% for
the RAF. At the beginning of 2019, we had 150 mentors
working face-to-face with their 219 mentees on a weekly
basis, creating the individual package of support needed
to get their lives back on track. This can be anything from
accessing benefits, housing or employment guidance, or
medical advice.
We’re proud to be awarded the National Council for
Voluntary Organisations’ (NCVO) mentoring
accreditation in 2018 – making SSAFA the only military
charity mentoring service to receive this recognition. To
better understand the challenges faced by those as they
leave the Forces and transition into civvy street, watch
our new animation at: ssafa.org.uk/mentoring
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“In the Army you live, eat
and sleep together – there’s the
regimental aspect and discipline.
I struggled with not having a
support network, lack of direction
and lack of structure.”

JOINING FORCES: AGE UK AND SSAFA
Throughout 2018 we made great progress
with our Age UK partnership to improve
the lives of veterans born before 1950, their
families and carers. Through Joining Forces,
we reached many older veterans who
wouldn’t have come to us otherwise,
supporting them with help at home such as
arranging adaptations, rise and recline chairs
and new heating systems.

The 12 SSAFA branches who took part
in Joining Forces throughout 2018 supported
478 people. Of these, 228 were joint cases
with Age UK and 250 were SSAFA cases
we received from Age UK. These 478
individuals are part of the wider total of more
than 38,000 veterans, and their families
and carers, who were reached by the project.
We hope to encourage joint working between
more SSAFA branches and local Age UKs so
we can reach more of these older veterans in
the coming years.

GLASGOW’S HELPING HEROES
Glasgow’s Helping Heroes (GHH), SSAFA’s
partnership with Glasgow City Council, helps
local veterans access personalised support
with a variety of areas including housing,
employment and health. We supported 276
people in the city in 2018. We were also
delighted to win a public vote to receive
£25,000 from the Nationwide Community
Fund to help beneficiaries maintain their
housing tenancies.

Additionally, GHH works with Rangers Football
Club to deliver Glasgow’s Veterans United. This
14-week course aids veterans struggling with
mental health issues, addictions or social
isolation to improve their wellbeing and lifestyle
choices. The course helps them address the
negative attitudes that are affecting their lives
and relationships with family and friends. It
channels their energy into exercise through
football and also leads to them achieving an
SFA Level 1 coaching certificate.

VETERAN
‘The Nation’s Duty: Challenging society’s disservice
to a new generation of veterans’

GET INVOLVED
Could you be a mentor and make difference?
If you’d like to become a mentor, helping
men and women adjust to life outside the
Armed Forces, we’d love to hear from you –
especially if you’ve served too. Go to:

ssafa.org.uk/mentoring

ssafa.org.uk
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CASE STUDY
Volunteer casework

MAKING A DIFFERENCE

Chris’ story
When former paratrooper Christian Lewis fell on hard times,
both he and his young daughter found themselves homeless.
SSAFA found them a home. In 2017, Christian embarked
on an epic mission to walk the length of the British coastline
to raise money for SSAFA.
Chris and his teenage daughter were
homeless when he made contact with
SSAFA. His caseworker immediately
found them a place to live and helped
kit them out with furniture thanks
to ABF The Soldiers’ Charity, The
Airborne Forces’ Security Fund
and SSAFA’s own Last Resort Fund.
Chris says, “I was just pretty lost,
I didn’t know where to turn. There
are so many little life skills that you
don’t learn in the Army, you know,
for example, dealing with bills, letters,
debt, it’s hard to do. I don’t know
whether or not social services would
have taken my daughter away, not
because of my parenting, but the
situation we were in - it wasn’t a
good one. SSAFA helped me all the
way through that. If it hadn’t been
for SSAFA I would have been
in big trouble”.
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“As a single parent, I’ve been bringing up my daughter
for the last ten years and SSAFA has really helped me
keep my head above water throughout that time. I have
experienced first-hand what SSAFA does, and I honestly
don’t know where I would be without its help or support.”
CHRIS, BRITISH ARMY VETERAN

On 1 August 2017, Chris took on
the challenge of walking the entire
coastline of the UK with the aim
of raising £100,000 for SSAFA.
Setting off from Llangennith Beach
with just his tent and £10 in his pocket,
Chris headed clockwise around the
UK and Northern Ireland towards
Scotland and will continue back down
the east and south coasts, his route
totalling approximately 14,000km.
By the end of 2018, Chris had reached
Scotland after nearly 18 months
on the road and has been
overwhelmed by the generous
support from the public.
To find out more about his progress
and donate, visit: justgiving.com/
fundraising/chriswalks

ssafa.org.uk
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ADOPTION FOR MILITARY COUPLES AND FAMILIES
We have provided adoption support for military families
since the 1950s and are regularly inspected by Ofsted
since becoming a registered adoption agency in 2000.
Our dedicated social workers make sure military
families have the same chance to adopt as civilians. In
2018, we placed 12 children with new families and we
approved a further 11 new families for adoption.
We also provide comprehensive, post-adoption support
(PAS) for all our military adopters. Our PAS events were
more popular than ever this year. We saw 24 families
attend either our one-day training or our activity
weekend which offer vital peer-to-peer support and
confidence building activities. The weekend was fully
booked, and plans are already underway for an even
larger event in 2019.
To find out more about our unique adoption and
specialist post-adoption support services, visit
ssafa.org.uk/adoption
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DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
We’re committed to making sure equality, diversity
and inclusion run through everything we do. And we’ve
made great progress this year. We took part in the
Stonewall Workplace Equality Index to measure our
progress on LGBT+ inclusion at work for the fourth
year running. We improved by 39 places and increased
our score by nearly 50%. Our adoption agency
welcomes applications from the whole of the serving
military community and we have a growing network of
LGBT+ adopters. In 2018, 45% of our adopters were in
same-sex relationships, four times higher than the
national average. Our social workers and adoption
panel members have specialist training in LGBT+
adoption and we work closely with the Armed Forces,
Stonewall and our partner agency, New Family Social,
to support our LGBT+ adopters. In addition, Stonewall
rainbow laces were provided to all Annual Members’
Meeting attendees to enhance LGBT+ awareness.

“We couldn’t have asked
for more from both our social
worker and all the team at SSAFA.
We have felt fully supported
throughout the process. It has
been a long and challenging
process, but it is worth every
minute just to give a loving home
to our ‘forever family’!”
JOHN AND SCOTT, MILITARY ADOPTERS

ssafa.org.uk
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HOUSING
In 2018, we helped 2,229 people through our
housing services:
•

1,153 personnel and family members
in Norton Homes

•	
33 women and 32 children at our
Stepping Stone Home, Gildea House
•

862 residents at Fisher House

•	
74 residents in our independent living
accommodation, the Royal Homes
in Wimbledon
•	
75 residents in our bungalows across
the country and St Vincents Care Home.
We offer a range of safe and comfortable housing
options, including long-term accommodation for
older and disabled veterans and short-term housing
for families of injured service personnel at
our Norton House and at Fisher House, our partnership
with the Fisher Foundation in Birmingham. We make
certain our residents meet the eligibility criteria
in our housing schemes with our robust selection
and application process.
Our Stepping Stone Home provides safe
accommodation and a support network for families
of serving personnel having relationship difficulties
or suffering domestic abuse. At this facility, we continue
to measure a range of wellbeing outcomes according
to the terms of grants from Supporting People, which
are funded through local authorities. These outcomes
include economic wellbeing, health, access to training
and education, safety, positive contribution to the
community, equal opportunity and inclusion, housing
relocation and the children’s ongoing education.
In 2018, we decided to sell Longside Stepping Stone
Home, which closed in April 2018, and St Vincents
Residential Care Home, which continued to support
residents throughout 2018, with both sales
completing in early 2019.
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SUPPORT GROUPS FOR ARMED FORCES FAMILIES
Coverage in the media throughout last year
emphasised that more ex-Forces are struggling
to cope with mental health issues. A Sunday Times
investigation revealed that 42 current or ex-service
personnel are believed to have taken their lives
between January and October 2018 alone. In addition,
our confidential helpline, Forcesline, found more
people getting in touch with us who are struggling
with severe depression and suicidal thoughts.
We recognise that a relative of someone who took
their own life needs different support to the people
in our existing support groups and, as a result, we
established a new support group for those Armed
Forces families affected by the suicide of a loved one.
This new group had its first meeting in February 2019
with 15 bereaved family members coming together
to share their experiences in order to draw mutual
support. In 2019, we will also be reviewing the other
two support groups that we run (Bereavement Support
Group and Support Group for Families of Wounded,
Injured and Sick Personnel) – so that we can keep
our services flexible. By monitoring the different
support needed by our beneficiaries, we can offer
people the right help at the right time; we will
tailor our services accordingly.

FANDF AND SHORT BREAKS FOR FAMILIES
The Forces Additional Needs and Disability Forum
(FANDF) is a support group for people in the military
who have a family member with an additional need
or disability. In 2018, over 250 individuals accessed
our support. In June, 117 people came to our
FANDF ‘myth-busting’ conference. Of these, 51
were professionals and experts who could give advice
to the 66 family members who attended. We also
ran two short breaks for families, with 27 adults and 34
children attending.

ssafa.org.uk
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Volunteer casework

Stuart’s story
Stuart didn’t realise the toll
12 years in the Army had taken
on him until he was diagnosed
with post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD). When his wife
asked him to move out, he
reached crisis point. He now
credits a SSAFA teddy with
saving his life.
“I couldn’t see my son, which was
devastating. I’d bought the SSAFA
teddy for him but, when I was moving,
he put it in my case. That’s why I
thought to call. By the time I met Kathy
and Anne at SSAFA I was on my knees.
I’d considered killing myself but SSAFA
gave me the strength to get through.”
Kathy and Anne helped Stuart prepare
to meet the local council, and he
eventually got a flat. Kathy, now Stuart’s
caseworker, sourced funding from ABF
The Soldiers’ Charity, Help for Heroes,
The Mercian Regiment Benevolent
Charity, Lloyd’s Patriotic Fund,
The Royal British Legion and SSAFA
itself for essentials to make it a home.

GIVING SUPPORT
“SSAFA got me carpets, beds,
a fridge freezer, even cups.
Now I have my son every
weekend and we go swimming
and for bike rides. Kathy has
been absolutely brilliant. SSAFA
did an awesome job. I wasn’t
expecting all the support I’ve
had. It’s been amazing.”
STUART, BRITISH ARMY VETERAN
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CASE STUDY
Military Wives Choirs

3

HEALTH AND SOCIAL CARE FOR
THE ARMED FORCES COMMUNITY

We provide primary and community health care and social work services, on contract to the
MOD in 12 countries, including the UK. We deliver the Personal Support and Social Work
Service on behalf of the RAF, so those serving, and their families can access support on every
RAF base in the UK and overseas.
In 2018, through our MOD contracts, we provided
primary health care, community health care and social
work services to more than 40,000 Armed Forces
personnel and their families both in the UK and in
another 11 countries across the world. This included
support to more than 30,000 currently serving
personnel. Over the year we agreed reductions in
our GP practices in Germany with the MOD. Three
of our four practices will close by the end of 2019,
with most of our employees being made redundant. One
practice will remain open in Germany, with a second in
Brussels, Belgium, until the contract ends in March 2020.
In the summer of 2018 we submitted our bid to deliver
community healthcare and social work services in
Cyprus from April 2019 onwards. This procurement
has been delayed, although our current services have
now been extended to mid-2020. We continue to
deliver a first-class service as well innovative service
improvements. For example, we have trialled the
‘eRedbook’, a digital version of the red book given
to all new parents to manage their child’s health up
to the age of five. Whilst this is already rolled out in the
UK as a service, we have trialled this with our deployed
service personnel in Kenya and it has been provided
across our Cyprus healthcare facilities as well.
The RAF Personal Support and Social Work Service
supported 348 people with consultations (one-off
support), referred 2,493 people for other support,
and handled 234 welfare supervision cases. Whilst there
was a decrease in referrals to our service, these Personal
Support and Social Work cases have become more
complicated, needing more time and resources
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to resolve. The top three reasons people used the
service were for support with physical health and
disability, relationships and family issues, and mental
health issues – with a significant increase in the latter.
SUPPORTING WOMEN THROUGH SINGING
The Military Wives Choirs (MWC), a subsidiary charity
of SSAFA, the Armed Forces charity, brings women with
a military connection together through singing. MWC
supports our mission to relieve need, suffering and
distress in the Armed Forces family, it is run by and for
women in the military community. Forces families move
frequently, so it can be tough to put down roots or make
friends. This can leave partners of serving personnel
feeling isolated, especially when loved ones are away.
Singing in a choir can help to ease stress, improve
wellbeing and combat isolation, anxiety and depression.

Anja’s story
Anja is a SSAFA volunteer in Paderborn, Germany, where her partner serves. She’s also
a member of a Military Wives Choir.
“I’ve been volunteering for 16 years now. I was supported
by a SSAFA community volunteer when I needed it in 2002
and wanted to give something back. I’ve loved helping
at two short break programmes for children in Germany.
My children are older now, but I know what it’s like for
families, and how important these activities are – not only
for children, but to give mums a break too.

I’m also a member of Paderborn Military Wives Choir.
We come together every Monday evening, and, for me,
choir means companionship. I love singing, and it’s a real
de-stress from day-to-day life. It’s fantastic to know I’m
part of this huge network of amazing women! It gives
me a chance to socialise with a wide cross-section
of the community and understand their needs.
I would recommend joining a choir and volunteering
for SSAFA to anyone!”

There are more than 2,000 women with a military
connection coming together to sing, share and support
each week in the 75 Military Wives Choirs across the
UK and on bases abroad, including Cyprus, Belgium
and Germany. In 2018, the choir released their First
World War commemorative album, ‘Remember’, to
great acclaim, reaching number four in the Independent
Albums Chart and number 40 in the UK Official Albums
Chart. The 1,105 choir members’ voices which appear
on the album, alongside military musicians from across
the three services, represent the families at home
and those who served, both then and now.
For more information on the charity, visit
militarywiveschoirs.org

ssafa.org.uk
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SPREADING THE WORD ABOUT
SSAFA AND OUR WORK
It’s so important that we get the word out about SSAFA and explain our work to those people
who need our support, and to the general public. We had some fantastic media coverage in
2018, reaching millions of people – not just potential beneficiaries, but potential supporters,
donors and volunteers as well.

SSAFA IN THE NEWS IN 2018
SSAFA achieved over 4,000 pieces of coverage
across the national and regional newspapers,
broadcast radio, plus consumers and military
press compared to 3,461 in 2017 - an uplift of
16%. We had media reach of 808 million people
in comparison to 505 million in 2017, a
significant increase of 60%.
• Our ‘There then, here now’ 1918 – 2018
awareness campaign to mark the centenary of
the end of the First World War reached nearly
35 million people through using our celebrity
ambassadors to encourage people to share
their family history and stories with us.
• Our launch of our latest research report,
‘The Nation’s Duty’, generated more than 80
pieces of coverage across a variety of media
outlets including Sky News, ITV News,
Channel 5 News, The Telegraph, The Sun and
TalkRadio. As a result, thanks to this and to
our Armed Forces Week activity in June,
SSAFA was the charity with the biggest rise
in mainstream media coverage in
comparison with all UK charities (source:
Gorkana Barometer).

THERE THEN, HERE NOW 1918 – 2018
2018 marked the centenary of the end of the First
World War, which we commemorated with our unique
‘There then, here now’ campaign. As SSAFA was the
only UK national tri-service charity in existence in 1918,
we were proud to be able to share stories from our own
rich history. These combined with personal stories from
our volunteers, employees and celebrity supporters
about the role their families played in the First World
War encouraged millennials to talk to their family
members to find out more about what happened 100
years ago. With celebrities such as Anthony Cotton,
Dame Vera Lynn, Dan Snow, Joanna Lumley and Dame
Kelly Holmes sharing their family stories, the campaign
achieved more than 130 pieces of coverage. In fact,
one of the stories we gathered on our website reunited
three family members who previously hadn’t been
able to find one another, allowing them to finally
complete their family tree!

1918

THERE THEN, HERE NOW
2018

SHROUDS OF THE SOMME

• Our #GetBackOnYourFeet campaign to
launch the Ant Middleton Fund to support
mentoring generated 76 pieces of coverage
reaching an audience of over 10 million
including Sky News, Daily Telegraph, Daily
Star and Sunday Mirror readers and viewers.
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SHROUDS OF THE SOMME
Artist Rob Heard hand-stitched 72,396
calico shrouds in human form – one for each
Commonwealth serviceman killed between
July and November 1916 during the Battle
of the Somme and who has no known grave.
In November 2018, the figures were laid out,
shoulder to shoulder, in hundreds of rows
in Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park. Around
85,000 people visited the installation, including
more than 4,000 local school children.

GETTING VETERANS BACK ON THEIR FEET:
THE ANT MIDDLETON FUND
In July 2018, we launched the Ant Middleton
Fund to fundraise for our mentoring service,
which helps former service personnel
to adjust when they leave the Armed Forces
and transition to civvy street. The campaign
raised more than £10,000 for our transition
services. A huge thanks to Ant for all his time
and support.

LEGACY CAMPAIGN: SSAFA AND THE TELEGRAPH
In September and October 2018, we partnered with
The Telegraph for a six-week media campaign online
and in print to raise awareness of and promote legacy
giving to SSAFA. The focus was to develop a long-term
relationship with those interested in SSAFA and ensure
that we can continue to update them about our
work in the future.
The campaign ran between 17 September and 28
October 2018 with the theme being ‘Family Matters’.
The activity included bespoke SSAFA articles on The
Telegraph website, as well as being featured with on
third party websites and across social media.

In addition, we were able to tell the SSAFA story
and explain who we are and how we have helped
different beneficiaries using placed articles in Sunday
Telegraph Magazine and in their Saturday magazine Stella Magazine. We also placed separate direct
response ads in other press channels such as the Daily
Mail, The Times and Forces Pension Society magazine.
Initial media results from our campaign suggest that the
impact on SSAFA’s brand marketing and promotion has
been far-reaching. We have been able to educate and
tell new audiences about who we are and what we do.
Eventually, we hope this will translate into new
supporters and potential legators. So, we will continue
to invest in our marketing support to generate a pipeline
for our legacy funding.

LEGACY
A gift that helps us to provide lifelong support
to the Armed Forces, veterans and their families
in times of real need. A gift in your will could
help create a brighter future for them.
If you would like to help in this way, please visit:
ssafa.org.uk/legacy

GET INVOLVED
ssafa.org.uk/AMF
#GetBackOnYourFeet
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Photo: Bernie stayed at our Norton House with
his wife, Jan, while he was receiving treatment
at the Defence Medical Rehabilitation Centre.
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NORTON HOUSE, STANFORD HALL

Photo: Ciara stayed at Norton
House with her husband, Ben,
while he received treatment for a
spinal cord injury. She later went
on to run the London Marathon to
raise money for SSAFA in 2017.

In 2018, following the closure of the Defence Medial Rehabilitation Centre
(DMRC) at Headley Court in Surrey, and its relocation to a larger site in
the East Midlands, we closed our SSAFA Norton House, Headley Court
and opened a new facility - Norton House, Stanford Hall.
Having a place to stay and the caring support
of staff has been particularly reassuring for
families with loved ones recovering from
serious illness or injury at the DMRC. We
continue to provide service personnel who
are receiving treatment some home comforts
and a break from the medical centre. This free,
safe and supportive home-from-home, set in
peaceful countryside, offers a fully accessible
kitchen and sitting room, a lift and eight
bedrooms, which can accommodate families
staying together.
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This new facility has been occupied
continuously since opening in autumn
2018 and has welcomed over 300 serving
personnel, veterans, friends and family
members.
Our plans for 2019 include an upgrade of the
garden to make it an accessible, friendly and
tranquil environment for families to enjoy.
Find out more, visit:
ssafa.org.uk/stanford-hall

Thank you to all those generous donors who have
made the purchase, development of the accessibility
facilities and ongoing management of Norton House,
Stanford Hall a reality. In particular, we’d like to thank:
• Army Central Fund
• ABF The Soldiers’ Charity
• BAE Systems
• Carol Concert Committee
• Swire Charitable Trust
• The Barbara Naylor Charitable Trust
• The Royal Navy and Royal Marines Charity
• RAF Benevolent Fund

ssafa.org.uk
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RAISING MONEY FOR OUR WORK

To carry on supporting the Armed Forces community, and make sure we have the resources to
meet their ever-changing needs, we rely heavily on the success of our fundraising. In 2018 we
raised £14.1 million from donations, legacies, regional and national events, and trading
activities. Our incredible volunteers raised £2.2 million of that in their local communities. Thank
you to all our generous donors and supporters, those listed on pages 50-52 and those who
prefer to remain anonymous.
Against a backdrop of political, economic and
regulatory change challenges, SSAFA’s fundraising
efforts delivered well on all fronts. Our challenge
and special events attracted new supporters and our
corporate and commercial partnerships performed
strongly. These, combined with support from our major
donors, trusts and foundations, make a vital contribution
to SSAFA’s work. In 2018, one area of notable outperformance was legacy income, which is the single
largest source of voluntary income in SSAFA. It
generated £4.1m, representing over one third of all
fundraised income for the year.

SUPPORT FROM TRUSTS AND MAJOR DONORS
During 2018, we continued to benefit from the generous
support of our key funders, without which the effective
reach of our programmes and services would be
severely diminished. These include the military
benevolent funds, with whom we work in close
partnership through our casework and other tailored
services in support of our beneficiaries. ABF The
Soldiers’ Charity, once again one of our largest funders,
provided generous support on behalf of the regiments
and corps of the Army for casework, Forcesline and
Norton House, for which we are immensely grateful.
We are also incredibly grateful to The Royal Navy
and Royal Marines Charity and Greenwich Hospital,
and the Royal Air Force Benevolent Fund, who provided
critical support for key services, including casework,
Forcesline and Norton House. By working together,
we reach many more people and provide more effective
interventions in the Armed Forces community than
would otherwise be possible. We would also like to give
a specific mention and note of thanks to several key
donors for their longstanding support of our work.
These include the Armed Forces Covenant Fund,
the Army Central Fund, Lloyd’s Patriotic Fund, The
Michael Uren Foundation and The Syncona Foundation.
Other important project partnerships include our
‘Stepping Stone Home’, a refuge for estranged and
separated wives of serving partners, and their children,
supported by City Bridge Trust; and, ‘Joining Forces’,
a project for lonely and isolated veterans led by Age UK,
supported by the Aged Veterans Fund and funded
by the Chancellor through LIBOR funds.
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OUR CORPORATE PARTNERS
Our official national corporate partnership with
Openreach continues to raise money for Forcesline
through a range of activities including a highly
successful team trek to Nepal. The partnership
has raised over £174,000 since it started and has been
extended for a further year. We were delighted
to welcome Side by Side, Aramark’s defence arm,
as a new partner, joining ESS (Compass Group),
Amey Defence Services, Sodexo and Fujitsu Defence
& Security in supporting our charitable services.
Birds Bakery and Leidos also confirmed SSAFA
as their charity partner for 2019.
Our 14th Defence Industry Charitable Dinner was
a success yet again, thanks to Northrop Grumman –
our long-standing headline sponsor of the event.
Our thanks also go to our other key event sponsors
including QinetiQ, Thales, Sodexo, Fujitsu and DXC
Technology, as well as all those other organisations
who were involved at the event on the night.

DEVELOPING OUR COMMERCIAL PARTNERSHIPS
We saw significant growth in commercial partnerships
across 2018, including new contracts with Thorntons,
Hattons of London, Hermès, Steiff and Sutton Seeds.
We also invested in developing SSAFA’s online store
to support our long-term plans for growth through
trading and merchandise. Overall, commercial
fundraising generated a turnover of £443,956,
up by 20% from 2017. To find out more about our
SSAFA partner products and our own merchandise,
visit: ssafastore.org.uk
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RALLY FOR HEROES 2018
Rally for Heroes is a driving tour that takes place over 10
days, visiting 10 countries and covering over 3,000 miles
to honour the fallen. Every five miles driven represents
a member of the Armed Forces lost in action since the
start of the Afghanistan campaign.
In 2018, this biennial event involved 112 people in 60 cars.
Together they raised a record £145,500. Participants
cover all the costs of the trip themselves allowing 100%
of all funds raised to come to SSAFA. Rally for Heroes
has raised over £350,000 since the start of the
relationship in 2013, with the first rally in aid of
SSAFA taking place in 2014, and we’re delighted to
be confirmed as their charity partner again for 2020.
A NEW SYMPHONY FOR SSAFA
Patrick Hawes’ ‘The Great War Symphony’, a new choral
symphony, was commissioned to commemorate the
First World War centenary. The concert, in partnership
with Classic FM, premiered at the Royal Albert Hall
in October 2018. Through our charity partnership,
generous donations and a collection on the night of
the concert itself, over £80,000 was raised for SSAFA.

GET INVOLVED
Up for a fundraising challenge?
Run, cycle, jump, trek, drive. Or, if you prefer
something less energetic, put the kettle on
for our Big Brew Up!
However you choose to get involved, the
money you raise will help us support our
Armed Forces community all over the world.
Find out more at:

ssafa.org.uk/fundraise
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BATTLE PROMS 2018
We were proud to be chosen as the Battle Proms’ new
charity partner in 2018. The Battle Proms are a series
of summer concert celebrations which take place
in the gardens of some of the UK’s most celebrated
stately homes. These prestigious events bring together
sublime orchestral music and breath-taking displays,
including the Red Devils parachute team and the
stunning sight and sound of a Spitfire flying
overhead to the strains of Elgar’s ‘Nimrod’.
More than 40,000 visitors came along to the five picnic
concerts during July and August. Over £54,000 was
raised for SSAFA, much of which was collected by
our volunteers, employees and reservists from RAF
Brize Norton. As well as raising the profile of our charity,
the Battle Proms help us recruit new supporters
and volunteers. We are thrilled to be confirmed
as their charity partner for 2019.
For more information on the Battle Proms go to:
battleproms.com

ssafa.org.uk
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Volunteer casework

A BIG THANK YOU

Carra’s story
Carra was an operator mechanic in underwater warfare in the Royal Navy. A hip injury led to her
medical discharge in 2005, and surgery left her with reduced mobility. SSAFA caseworker Dave
Quill went to see Carra and saw he could do more to help.
Dave was able to secure funding totalling more than
£10,000 from The Royal British Legion, the Royal Naval
Benevolent Trust, Help for Heroes and SSAFA Essex.
Carra was overwhelmed and it has changed her life,
as well as that of her family.
“I didn’t ask for help for ages. When I first called SSAFA,
I just wanted help to arrange some hydrotherapy
sessions. Dave realised how much we were struggling.
We have two children and I can hardly get up and down

the stairs. Getting out and about was a nightmare.
I couldn’t manage, and it really got me down. Dave
has been amazing. He got in touch with an occupational
therapist who recommended a stairlift and sourced
funds for a wet room and got me a brilliant new scooter –
which means we can take the children for days out.
I don’t have to depend on other people and it has given
me such freedom.”

On behalf of everyone at SSAFA, I would like
to say a huge thank you to our hardworking
volunteers and employees, our regular and
legacy donors, our community fundraisers
and our partners.
All our work is underpinned by our vision that the
Armed Forces family can depend on us for the support
they need, whenever they need it. We must give the
people who have had our backs the independence and
dignity they deserve – and treat each one as an
individual with different needs. And as those needs
change, we must change with them.
We wouldn’t be able to adapt our services, or offer such
far-reaching and tailored support, without the
generosity of our benevolent funds, trusts and the many
organisations we work in partnership with. So, thank
you to them all.

Lieutenant General
Sir Andrew Gregory KBE CB
Controller
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KEY CHARITABLE TRUSTS AND DONORS
ABF The Soldiers’ Charity
Age UK
Armed Forces Covenant Fund Trust
Army Central Fund
BBC Children in Need
City Bridge Trust
LIBOR Fund
Lloyd’s Patriotic Fund
Queen Mary’s Roehampton Trust
Royal Air Force Benevolent Fund
Royal Navy and Royal Marine Charity and Greenwich Hospital
Seafarers UK
The Barbara Naylor Charitable Trust
The Michael Uren Foundation
The Royal British Legion/Poppyscotland
The Swire Charitable Trust
The Syncona Foundation
Veterans’ Foundation
and those who wish to remain anonymous
OUR CORPORATE PARTNERS
ADS Group
AECOM
Aerospace Industries Association
Airbus
ALC Vehicles
Amey Defence Services
Amey Plc
Anabatic Consulting
Aquis Exchange
Aramark Defence Services (Side by Side)
ASC Ltd
Aspire
Aspire Defence Capital Works
Aspire Defence Services
Atkins
Atlas Elektronik UK
Aviagen
Avincinity
Babcock International
BACS
BAE Systems
Battle Proms
Battlespace Publications
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BBS Lewes
Beard Construction
Beaver Westminster
Bechtel
Belgrave Capital Management
Bilstein
BlackRock
BMT Defence
BNY Mellon
Boeing Defence UK
Bovis Homes
Bridgeway Consulting
Briggs Defence
BT
Canaccord Genuity Management
Capco
Caterpillar Defence
CGI
Clarion Events
CMS Strategic
Cobham
Cohort
Coles Solicitors
Compass Group
Consolidated
CS Hodges
DAS Ltd
Defence College of Logistics
Deranged Vehicles
DHL
DRM
Dugdale Nutrition
DXC Technology
Dyer & Butler Ltd
Dynama
EEF
Elbit Systems
Enersys
Ernst & Young
ESS (Compass Group)
Focus Logistics
Forces Cars Direct
Fraser Dawbarns
Fujitsu Defence and Security
General Dynamics UK
Goldman Sachs

Harmonic
HC-One
HLM Architects
Hoval
HP UK
Hughes & Salvidge
Inzpire
ISS World
Johnnie Johnson Housing
Joint Security Services
Knights Brown
Konectbus
LandSecurities
Legal and General
Leidos
Lendlease
Leonardo
Lockheed Martin
Lovel
Marshall
MASS Consultants
Mazars
MBDA
Morrisons Foundation
Motivair
MSI Defence
MUJV
MWH Treatment
Nationwide Building Society
NDI
Newton Europe
Northrop Grumman
Openreach
Overbury
Pearson Engineering
Persimmons
Pertemps
Polar Insight
Primaflow
Prudential
PWC
QinetiQ
Qioptiq
QubeGB
Raytheon
RBS Group

Renaissance Strategic
Renault Trucks
Rheinmetall
Rollalong Ltd
Rolls Royce
RUSI
Safran
Saga Group Ltd
Santander Foundation
Screwfix Foundation
Shephard Media
Shield Environmental Services Ltd
Sodexo
Spectra Group (UK) Limited
Subsea 7
Supacat Ltd
Symphony Group
Taurus Brickwork/Robert Brothers
Taylor Wimpey
Tennants
Terrington Management
Tesco Armed Forces Network
Thales
Thames Water
The Dark Star Brewery Foundation
TRH Sampson Associates
Trinity House
Trinity Insurance
TSG Marine
Turner and Townsend
TVS Supply Chain Solutions
UTC Aerospace
Vendigital
Viasat
Viavi Solutions
Volker Fitzpatrick
Water Direct
Watkins Jones
Weston Favell Centre
William Haley Engineering
WYG
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OUR COMMERCIAL PARTNERS
Alive Network
Amazon Smile
Award Productions
Benedict’s Appeal Ltd
Every Click Ltd
Fallen Hero
Forces Cars Direct
Frank Ross Limited
Hattons of London
Haven Holidays
Hermès
Knight Sportswear
Koin Club Ltd
Little Red Berry Co
Lobster Homeware
Margarete Steiff GmbH
MBI Inc
PayPal Giving Fund
Publishing UK Ltd
Savoo
Smart Turnout
Sutton Seeds
Thorntons
Trinity Insurance
Valour Band
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THROUGHOUT 2018 THERE WERE SEVERAL EVENTS
WHICH ENABLED US TO RAISE BRAND AWARENESS
AND FUNDS FOR SSAFA, INCLUDING:
Ant Middleton’s ‘Get Back on Your Feet’ challenge
Armed Forces Day in Llandudno (including Gala Dinner)
Battle Proms
Big Brew Up
Defence Industry Charitable Dinner
Five Corporate Friends events
Great War Symphony
Heroes at Highclere
Kiltwalk
Military Gala Dinner at Larkhill
Rally for Heroes
Sarn Memorial Cycle Challenge
Shrouds of the Somme
SSAFA Chepstow Race Day

SSAFA, the Armed Forces charity, has been providing
lifelong support to our Forces and their families since
1885. Last year our teams of volunteers and employees
helped more than 82,000 people in need, from Second
World War veterans to those who have served in more
recent conflicts, and their families.
SSAFA understands that behind every uniform is a person.
And we are here for that person – any time they need us,
in any way they need us, for as long as they need us.
NEED TO TALK?
SSAFA’s Forcesline is a free and confidential helpline
providing advice and information for serving personnel,
reserves, veterans and their families, and is completely
independent of the chain of command.
Call 0800 731 4880

Lines open 09.00 to 17.30 weekdays

Visit ssafa.org.uk/forcesline
To make a donation and help us provide lifelong
support to our Armed Forces and their families:
Call 020 7403 8783
Visit ssafa.org.uk/give

SSAFA Queen Elizabeth House, 4 St Dunstan’s Hill, London EC3R 8AD Phone: 020 7403 8783
Web: ssafa.org.uk | Twitter: @SSAFA | Facebook: SSAFA | Instagram: ssafa_armedforcescharity
Registered as a charity in England and Wales Number 210760 in Scotland Number SCO38056
and in Republic of Ireland Number 20006082. Established 1885. S395.0619

